SpellBound Features and Uses
Uses

Features

Name

Menu Item

Magic Tree Cards

“SpellBound Extras”

Quick distraction for short
procedures; great for
gifting to families as it’s
free to use in the app.

Touch the three silhouetted animals (elephant, jaguar,
turtle) on screen or on the card to see them come
alive and hear sounds.

“I was able to calm a child who was freaking
out during her blood draw using
the [Quick Distract] card.”
- Bethany, CCLS

Journey Cards

“SpellBound Extras”

Quick distraction for short
procedures; collectible cards
that can be given to patients
to mark milestone
achievements.

Touch the animal on the screen to see and hear it react.
When multiple cards are combined, the animals
interact with one another.

“I’d place the elephant on the machines in the
patient’s room as a fun way of introducing
the equipment.”
- Becca., CCLS

Castle Lionheart Card
and placemat

“Quick Distract Cards”

Distraction during longer
procedures; occupational
therapy.

Castle: touch the turrets to make ﬁre, touch the central
tower 4 times to make horns appear, touch the drawbridge
to open/close, touch the water to make splashes.
Joust tournament: touch the crowd to make them cheer;
touch the ﬁeld to make the riders joust.
Farmland: touch the ﬁeld to make the farmers plant it;
touch the crops to “pick” them; touch the huts multiple
times quickly to make them collapse.
Joust tournament: touch the crowd to make them cheer;
touch the ﬁeld to make the riders joust.
Farmland: touch the ﬁeld to make the farmers plant it;
touch the crops to “pick” them; touch the huts multiple
times quickly to make them collapse.

“This is a whole miniature world that really gets
the kids engaged.”
- Kara, CCLS

Designed for situations
and procedures that
require a child to sit and
wait calmly for longer
periods of time.

Reads the book aloud with music. Items that ﬂash on
screen can be touched to trigger an interaction.

“It’s not just something for the patients. It’s
something for the brothers and sisters, the cousins
and all the friends, to look forward to when they
come to the hospital to visit. It makes the hospital
less scary for them as well.”
- JJ, CCLS

Same as above - examples
include: CT scans, dressing
changes, sleep study prep,
long-term patient stays, etc.

Reads the book aloud. Touch Albert on each page to see
him react. Touch bubbles to pop them and touch the
other animals to hear fun facts.

“A child life specialist in the OR had a patient who
was inconsolable. They pulled out the SpellBound
app and the Albert the Manatee book and she
immediately stopped screaming and yelling,
started interacting with the book and was playing
with it all the way into the OR until she got
sedated to go to sleep.”
- Andrea, CCLS
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Sleep Sweet Book

“Sleep Sweet”

Albert the Confused
Manatee Book

“Albert the Confused
Manatee”

Story

“The variety of gestures is great and the
multi-touch interactions help improve accuracy.
And even the card is good for practicing grasping
and pinching.”
- Jamie, OT

